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ABSTRACT

Aims: The dangerous portion of ultraviolet radiation is widely believed to be completely absorbed by the atmosphere before reaching Earth’s surface. Our objective is to make multiple measurements at Earth’s surface of the solar irradiance spectrum in the range 200-400 nm.

Methods: We made numerous measurements of the solar irradiance spectrum in the range 200-400 nm at an elevation of 56 m with International Light Technologies ILT950UV Spectral Radiometer mounted on a Meade LXD55 auto guider telescope tripod and mount assembly.

*Corresponding author: E-mail: mherndon@san.rr.com;
Results: Our multifold measurements of solar irradiance spectra demonstrate conclusively that all wavelengths in the spectral range 200-400 nm reach Earth’s surface, contrary to the widespread perception that all UV-C and the majority of UV-B never reach the surface. We confirm the surface UV-C measurements of D’Antoni et al. (2007) that were disputed, based on faulty computer model calculations of atmospheric ozone, and thereafter ignored by the geoscience community.

Conclusions: The veracity of our data and D’Antoni et al. (2007)’s data call into question the validity of atmospheric ozone models. Further, we call into question the simplistic supposition of the Montreal Protocol that chloro-fluoro-hydrocarbons are the primary cause of ozone depletion, and point to the very heavy burden of halogens introduced into the atmosphere by ongoing jet-sprayed coal-fly-ash geoengineering. We demonstrate that satellite-based LISIRD solar spectra irradiance at the top of the atmosphere is badly flawed with some regions of the spectrum being less intense than measured at Earth’s surface. That calls into question any calculations made utilizing LISIRD data. We provide introductory information on the devastating effects of UV-B and UV-C on humans, phytoplankton, coral, insects and plants. These will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent articles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geoengineering may be defined as the deliberate large-scale manipulation of the planetary environment including, but not limited to, dispersing particulate matter into the atmosphere to alter climate [1]. Geoengineering experiments, conducted by the U. S. military and involving particulates emplaced into the atmosphere, dates back to 1958 [2] and have continually increased in intensity and geographic range. In approximately the year 2010, presumably through a secret international agreement, jet-spraying of particulates into the atmosphere became near-daily in intensity and near-global in range. The covert aerial particulate spraying was conducted without informed consent of those breathing the contaminated air, but with orchestrated false information, including in the scientific literature [3,4].

The geoscience community and the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC, has misled the public and the scientific community by not taking into account the consequences of aerial particulate spraying on climate [5]. Even those who study the atmosphere do not mention the very-obvious aerial spraying, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geoengineering aerosol particulate trails across the February 4, 2017 sky in Soddy-Daisy, TN (USA). With permission of David Tulis
The typical geoscience presentation of the case for geoengineering is both simplistic and incorrect: In the future it may be necessary to place substances into the atmosphere to reflect away a portion of incident sunlight, ‘sunshades for the Earth’; to compensate for supposed global warming presumably due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide. Placing particulate matter into the atmosphere not only reflects away a portion of incident sunlight, but also permits the particles to absorb radiant solar energy and transfer it to the atmosphere by molecular collisions. Furthermore, emplaced particulate aerosols retard infrared heat loss from Earth’s surface and impede rainfall by preventing moisture droplets from coalescing to become massive enough to fall as rain. Eventually, the atmosphere becomes so moisture-saturated that it results in abnormal downpours, storms, and flooding. In short, the aerial particulate emplacement has a net effect of causing global warming and disrupting normal hydrological cycles.

Moreover, as described below (and in subsequent articles in this series), ongoing geoengineering may be causing a disruption of the ozone layer, endangering all life.

Though the geoscience community ignores the aerosol particulate spraying, there are many millions of ordinary citizens who harbor legitimate concerns about that activity [6]. Some individuals have taken rainwater samples and had them analyzed by commercial laboratories. Usually aluminum analyses have been requested; sometimes aluminum and barium; and rarely, aluminum, barium and strontium. We had rain and snow samples analyzed for a greater number of elements and showed that the elements thus determined were consistent with coal fly ash as the main aerosolized substance used in ongoing geoengineering operations [7-11].

When coal is burned by electric utilities the heavy ash settles and the light ash, called coal fly ash (CFA), forms and accumulates in the hot gases above the burner. Unless trapped and sequestered, the CFA exits the utilities’ smokestacks. Coal fly ash contains a concentration of the toxic elements found in coal, including arsenic, chromium, thallium, and radioactive elements, to name a few. Coal fly ash also contains environmentally harmful elements such as mercury and chlorine. For public and environmental health reasons CFA is typically trapped and stored in Western nations.

Why would CFA be sprayed into the atmosphere for geoengineering purposes? CFA is one of the world’s largest industrial waste streams with approximately 160 million tons generated annually in the U.S. [12], and approximately 750 million tons generated annually worldwide [13]. Little additional processing is necessary for this abundantly available and inexpensive waste product to be utilized in aerosol geoengineering operations as CFA particles typically form in the size range 0.1 – 50 μm [14]. Worldwide availability, low cost, and in-place production and storage facilities at coal-burning utilities all contribute to making CFA an attractive aerosol geoengineering material. Though CFA is no longer regulated as a hazardous waste by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, it is nonetheless toxic to most biota and, as discussed below, disrupts the atmospheric integrity that makes life possible on Earth.

Life on Earth depends critically on natural processes that shield it from the relentless hazardous onslaught of solar radiation. The first line of defense is the geomagnetic field that deflects the brunt of the sun’s charged particles safely around Earth [15]. Our atmosphere is the second line of defense that protects life from solar ultraviolet radiation. Plants and animals on Earth are shielded from harmful solar radiation by our planet’s stratospheric ozone layer, which is thought to form from the interaction of ultraviolet radiation with O₃, which is produced and sustained by photosynthesizing organisms. On numerous occasions the assertion has been made that no UV-C radiation (100-290 nm) reaches Earth’s surface [16-18]. Here we dispute that assertion, using spectrometric measurements that indicate the probable debilitation of Earth’s biota caused by the levels of UV-C radiation we recorded over the course of one year.

Ozone (O₃) and atmospheric oxygen (O₂) are widely thought to prevent over 90% of the UV-B radiation (290-320 nm) and all of the UV-C radiation (100-290 nm) from reaching Earth’s surface. For the past three decades the geoscience community has focused on ozone depletion in connection with the so-called Antarctic ‘ozone hole’, and held to the theory, adopted by the 1987 Montreal Protocol, that fluoro-chloro-hydrocarbons (CFCs) are primarily responsible for the destruction of ozone through atmospheric reactions that produce ozone-destroying chlorine. Here we dispute that theory and recommend that other sources for ozone
depletion should be considered, notably including CFA aerosol geoengineering.

2. METHODS

The experimental method employed pertains to solar spectrometric irradiance measurements at Earth’s surface. This is a new line of investigation employing International Light Technologies ILT950UV Spectral Radiometer with fractional-nanometer resolution in the short-wavelength portion of the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum with stray light rejection >99.7%. The initial order to International Light Technologies specified that solar radiation measurements were to be performed with this unit, and that power levels to be measured in µW/cm²/nm. International Light Technologies provided all training, and feedback analysis of initial data gathered to insure correct measurement process. The ILT950UV Spectral Radiometer was certified to ISO 17025.

The measurement process is as follows: The sensor for the ILT950UV is attached to a bracket located on the forward ring mount of the Meade LXD55 auto guider telescope tripod and mount assembly. The ILT950UV Spectral Radiometer is form fitted with foam rubber and installed inside the mount rings. The sensor and Radiometer are attached via fiber optic cable. This telescope mount is then set to the current latitude, oriented true North, programmed with current date and time, and then allowed to complete a calibration sequence. Post completion of this calibration, Sol is selected and entered. The telescope mount automatically tracks to Sol, and provides an accuracy of +/- 50 arc seconds relative to Sol. This automatic tracking of Sol mitigates the addition of “Sigma” phase error mathematical corrections.

The ILT950UV is then attached to a laptop computer with the software provided by International Light Technologies. A USB cable is attached from the laptop computer and the ILT950UV. The assembly is shown in Fig. 2.

The International Light Technologies software Program is initialized using “Administrator” privileges to ensure primary communication via the USB interface. The dark cap is installed over the sensor on the telescope mount, and the ILT950UV software calibration procedure begins with selecting the calibration file supplied by International Light Technologies, under the “SETUP” function tab.
Under the “ACQUIRE” tab, the Integration time is set to 10 milliseconds, and the SCAN AVERAGE is set to 100. The integration time is much like setting the exposure level on a camera, and was selected for “best fit” of high and low irradiance levels, keeping within the dynamic range of the radiometer. The SCAN AVERAGE of 100 allows higher repeatability.

Next, a “DARK SCAN” is performed with the dark cap placed over the sensor, the ILT950UV “Dark Scan” is selected under the “Acquire” tab, and when complete responds with a “green” “DARK: ON” (background color of the cell) indication at the bottom center left of the computer display notifying the user the dark reference is valid.

The dark cap over the sensor is removed, and under the “Acquire” tab a “Reference Scan” is selected, once complete the ILT950UV validates with a “green” “REF: ON” indication at the bottom center right of the computer display.

Once the Dark and Reference scans are complete, the “Timeline” is selected under the “Acquire” tab. Within the GUI that is displayed there is a calendar and time start/stop setting, the interval setting, and how the data is to be exported to a file.

Solar position angles relative to the measurement geophysical location determine the length of the data recording session, with winter months being the shortest of 3 to 4 hours, and summer the longest with up to 6 hours.

The “Timeline” is set and the interval is set to 2 seconds. This provides a complete spectral scan from 200 to 450 nanometers every 2 seconds, and results in 1,854 data points gathered from 200 to 450nm in 1 scan, to be repeated every 2 seconds.

The “Export as Excel file” button is selected with “TimelineBY_” preceding the date and time code information of each filename used.

Once the “Start” and “Stop” entries are made, the “Begin” button is activated which starts the Spectral Radiometer scans.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two curves in Fig. 3 present typical examples of the spectrometric data obtained using the ILT950UV in the manner described above at 10:49a local time on June 17, 2017 (black curve) at location (37.517783, -120.856783), elevation 56 m and at 12:21p local time on January 20, 2018 (red curve) at the same location. Clearly the spectral irradiances extend throughout the entire ultraviolet (UV) spectrum (200–400 nm) shown. Generally, for purposes of discussion the UV spectrum is divided into three parts, UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C, although some variation exists in wavelength specifications of those divisions. Here we use vertical dashed lines to indicate one set of divisions.

There are widespread assertions in the medical, public health, and geoscience literature that no UV-C reaches the surface and only a portion of the UV-B does so [18-22]. Fig. 4 shows our solar spectral irradiance measurements from Fig. 3 together with two solar irradiance spectra measured at latitudes 38°S (green curve) and 38°N (pink curve) as reported in 2002 [23]. Close inspection of the figure reveals that the 38°S green curve has higher resolution than the 38°N pink curve, but, more importantly, our red and black curves have even higher resolution than the 38°S green curve. Our higher resolution is particularly important when one notices the major difference in those curves: All of our UV-B and all of our UV-C measurements are non-zero, quite unlike the widespread and incorrect assumption [18-22].

For more than four decades, the geoscience community has increasingly functioned on the basis of committee/political standards rather than long-held scientific standards [24]. When an important contradiction arises in science, scientists have an obligation to attempt to ascertain the veracity of the contradiction and, if warranted, to correct the contradicted former understanding.
Fig. 4. Comparison of our solar spectral irradiance measurements with those of Diffey [22]

D’Antoni et al. [25] published spectral irradiance measurements made on two mountain slopes in Tierra del Fuego, Argentina with elevations ranging 245-655 m. All of their published results showed detected radiation in the UV-C region. Fig. 5 compares our measured solar spectral irradiance measurements from Fig. 3 with published spectral irradiance measurements of D’Antoni et al. [25].

Fig. 5. Comparison of our solar spectrometric measurements with those of D’Antoni et al. [25]. Note the commonality of shape of the curves in the UV-C region of the spectrum

In Fig. 5 we provide confirmatory evidence of the veracity of D’Antoni et al. (2007)’s measurements, which in turn confirms our own measurements. Independently, solar UV-C radiation was detected at Earth’s surface using a fundamentally different methodology, employing a KCl:Eu2+ dosimeter [26,27]. That independent detection of UV-C irradiance stands as evidence that our UV-C measurements and D’Antoni et al. (2007)’s UV-C measurements were not the result of spurious spectrometer-generated artifacts. The manufacturer of the spectrometer used by D’Antoni et al., USB 4000, at the time claimed maximum sensitivity in the range 250-400 nm and provided no calibration data for shorter wavelengths. The manufacturer of the spectrometer we used, ILT950UV, claims accuracy of ± 20% in the range 200-350 nm and ± 10% in the range 350-400 nm. After making the 2018 measurements, shown in Fig. 5, the ILT950UV was returned to the manufacturer for calibration where it was received within manufacture’s tolerance specifications of original, new equipment calibration.

Flint et al. [28] published a response to D’Antoni et al. [25] in which they claimed the measurements were without merit, to which D’Antoni et al. [29] replied. Flint et al. asserted, without supporting spectral measurements, that ozone model calculations ruled out UV-C reaching Earth’s surface, therefore the spectrometer must have been defective. Based upon the data shown in Fig. 5, clearly those model calculations of atmospheric ozone were wrong.

Models are not science, they are computer programs that typically begin with a known end result and achieve that end result by making selective assumptions and parameter choices. During the last four decades computer-model calculations have burgeoned. It is far easier to make models than to make basic scientific discoveries, and it is the latter, not the former, that are fundamental to scientific progress [30].

In science when a discovery is made that contradicts current understanding, scientists have the responsibility to attempt to refute the discovery beyond reasonable doubt. If unable to do so, the implications of the new discovery should be discussed in the scientific literature. The discovery by D’Antoni et al. (2007) of UV-C radiation reaching Earth’s surface should have been the subject of intense investigation by NASA for two reasons, one scientific and one ethical. Despite the implication of NASA’s 2007 findings for atmospheric science and despite their profound implications for human and environmental health, NASA failed to conduct a follow-up investigation. D’Antoni’s retirement from NASA shortly after publication was not a factor as the second author has remained employed by NASA. This inaction begs the question: Is NASA complicit in a covert global activity, such as military ‘national-defense’ aerial
jet-spraying of toxic coal fly ash that poses serious risks to life on Earth?

Our solar spectral measurements and those of D’Antoni et al. (2007) should be repeated objectively and independently throughout the world, throughout ranges of elevations and latitudes and longitudes and atmospheric conditions. Independent scientists can make these measurements since the apparatus we used is commercially available at relatively low-cost (< US$ 10,000.).

In Fig. 6 we show our Earth surface solar spectral irradiance data from Fig. 3 compared with LISIRD satellite-derived solar spectral irradiance at the top of the atmosphere [31], indicated by the green curve for each of the two dates which are coincident. With satellite-data sets such as this it is difficult to know whether the data is raw or altered based upon models or assumptions. Clearly, there is a problem when the measured ground-level solar UV-C irradiance exceeds that at the top-of-atmosphere.

![Graph showing UV solar spectral irradiance comparison](image)

**Fig. 6. Comparison of our UV solar spectral irradiance with NASA’s LISIRD satellite-derived solar spectral irradiance at the top of the atmosphere [31]**

The consensus-approved, model-driven solar irradiance storyline is badly flawed with regard to ozone viability and perceived threats to ozone depletion. UV-C and all of UV-B radiation reach Earth’s surface where they pose potentially serious environmental and human health problems. The Montreal Protocol prohibition of CFCs does not begin to address the life-threatening problems posed by other sources of ozone-destroying chemicals. Table 1 shows the range of halogen compositions of coal fly ash (CFA). Covert geoengineering that jet-sprays massive quantities of ultra-fine CFA places vast amounts of chlorine, bromine, fluorine and iodine into the atmosphere all of which can deplete ozone. Potentially other substances in CFA aerosols, including nano-particulates, might adversely affect atmospheric ozone.

Ultraviolet radiation is the most harmful and genotoxic component of the solar radiation spectrum. The mutagenicity and lethal action of sunlight exhibit two maxima, both in the UV region of the spectrum. This is because DNA bases can directly absorb incident UV photons of certain wavelengths. Solar radiation can give rise to cellular DNA damage by either (1) direct excitation of DNA (UV-B and UV-C) or (2) indirect mechanisms that involve excitation of other cellular chromophores acting as endogenous photosensitizers (UV-A) [33]. The direct excitation of DNA generates predominantly cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and photoproducts, which are of principal importance for the cytotoxic, mutagenic, and carcinogenic effects of short-wave UV radiation (UV-B and UV-C) [34]. Some of the most hazardous UV radiations have wavelengths between 240 and 300 nm. In this range, the wavelength with the minimum TLV (threshold limit value), or most hazardous, is around 270 nm [35].

UV-B radiation is a global stressor with potentially far-reaching ecological impacts. A meta-analysis of UV radiation on marine and freshwater organisms found large negative (but variable) effects of UV-B on survival and growth of organisms that crossed life histories, trophic groups, habitats, and life history stages [36]. In phytoplankton and zooplankton, increased levels of UV-B can affect photosynthesis, decrease growth and metabolic rates, impair nitrogen assimilation, impair motility, and bleach photopigments [37]. Extreme UV-B radiation is damaging to coral reef communities and associated with coral bleaching processes [38]. Corals accidentally exposed to UV-C showed gastodermal cell death and necrosis resulting in the release of intracellular zoo-xanthellae into the gastrovascular canals and water column, likely resulting in a bleaching effect [39].

Enhanced UV-B radiation reduces genome stability in plants [40]. Enhanced UV radiation affects trees by direct action and modification of their biological/chemical environment (Fig. 7). A recent study documents that high UV-B intensity leads to defective pollen development in conifers and decreased reproductive success or even sterilization [41].
Table 1. Range of halogen element compositions of CFA [32]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chlorine (µg/g)</th>
<th>Bromine (µg/g)</th>
<th>Fluorine (µg/g)</th>
<th>Iodine (µg/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 – 25,000</td>
<td>0.3 – 670</td>
<td>0.4 – 624</td>
<td>0.1 – 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. July 21, 2017 photo of tree in New York, NY (USA) showing UV burn and concomitant fungal growth on sun-exposed side

The toxicity of UV-C (100-280 nm) is well known. UV-C irradiation has lethal effects on insects and microorganisms [42,43]. UV-C radiation induces programmed cell death, or apoptosis, in plant cells [44]. In a controlled study, numerous ultrastructural changes and associated cell damage were shown in mole rat kidney tissue cells irradiated with artificially produced UV-C radiation [45]. Medical students accidentally exposed for 90 minutes to UV-C radiation from a germicidal lamp all suffered reversible photokeratitis, and skin damage to the face, scalp, and neck [46].

4. CONCLUSION

Measurement of solar irradiance spectra in the range 200-400 nm demonstrates conclusively that all wavelengths in that spectral range reach Earth’s surface, contrary to the widespread perception that all UV-C and the majority of UV-B never reaches the surface. We confirm the 2007
surface UV-C measurements of D'Antoni et al. (2007) that were disputed, based on faulty computer model calculations of atmospheric ozone, and thereafter ignored by the geoscience community. The veracity of D'Antoni et al. (2007)'s data call into question the validity of atmospheric ozone models. Further, we call into question the simplistic supposition of the Montreal Protocol that CFCs are the primary cause of ozone depletion, and point to the very heavy burden of halogens introduced into the atmosphere by ongoing jet-sprayed coal-fly-ash geoengineering. We demonstrate that LISIRD solar spectra irradiance at the top of the atmosphere is badly flawed with some regions of the spectrum being less intense than measured at Earth's surface. That calls into question any calculations made utilizing LISIRD data. We provided introductory information on the devastating effects of UV-B and UV-C on humans, phytoplankton, coral, insects and plants. These will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent articles.
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